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ABSTRACT In this work, we present a novel open-source quadrotor platform for research in swarm
robotics. In swarm robotics, homogeneous or heterogeneous groups of robots collaborate using local
interactions and collectively solve tasks beyond an individual robot’s capabilities. Individual robots must
have onboard processing, communication, and sensing capabilities to autonomously react to their neighbors
and immediate environment. Most research involving quadrotors in swarm robotics either presents only
unrealistic simulation results or uses off-the-shelf commercial quadrotors to test limited aspects of swarm
algorithms, using centralized control or communication to supplement insufficient onboard capabilities. In
addition, the quadrotors used in existing studies often lack complete documentation or lack extensibility,
making it difficult for researchers to modify the hardware and software to expand onboard capabilities. We
provide a well-documented, entirely open-source quadrotor platform—S-drone (Swarm-drone)—to foster
and support research involving quadrotors in swarm robotics. The S-drone is suitable for a wide range of
contexts, supports quad-camera vision-based navigation and a variety of onboard sensing, and is extensible.
It is especially suited for swarm robotics research because it can operate using strictly onboard processing
and sensing without the need for external infrastructures such as global positioning systems, motion capture
systems, or ground stations for off-board sensing.

INDEX TERMS
Autonomous aerial vehicles, Autonomous systems, Drones, Indoor navigation, Multi-robot systems, Multi-
UAV systems, Open source hardware, Open source software, Swarm intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION

QUADROTORS are a versatile and popular category of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). They can take off

the existing theoretical research for aerial swarms has not
been validated using real hardware experiments, and there is
currently a scarcity of available quadrotor platforms that are
suitable for aerial swarm research.

The design of algorithms for robot swarms is highly
challenging. In swarm robotics, group behaviors often arise
indirectly from distributed local interactions, making it dif-
ficult or impossible to validate the behavior of the overall
system from the control inputs alone [2], [3]. Validation of
swarm behaviors should therefore be completed in simulated
or real experiments. Additionally, when using quadrotors, it
is especially important to validate swarm algorithms on real
hardware because quadrotors have complex flight dynamics.

However, most of the current research in aerial swarms

and land vertically and perform sophisticated maneuvers, 
while still being relatively small in size with a simple struc-
ture and low maintenance costs. Challenging environments 
or tasks might require multiple quadrotors to coordinate with 
each other, for instance, because of payload weight, battery 
life, computational load, or the need for spatial distribution 
during the mission. Existing research has made significant 
theoretical advancements in the modeling and control of 
aerial swarms [1]—i.e., groups of UAVs that achieve coor-
dinated flight a nd a ctions u sing o nly l ocal communication, 
relative positioning, and local sensing. However, most of
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presents simulation results only [4]. In the few cases using
real hardware, most implementations use commercial off-
the-shelf quadrotors that often lack complete public docu-
mentation and have limited extensibility for researchers to
modify them for scientific work. For example, using the
commercially available AR Drone, [5] presented a distributed
formation control approach with onboard sensing, compu-
tation, and quadrotor-to-quadrotor communication; however,
the hardware and software for the quadrotor are not open-
source. Similarly, using multiple real quadrotors, [6] pre-
sented a distributed coordination algorithm with onboard
computation in a GPS-denied environment using ultra wide-
band (UWB) localization, but the hardware and software for
the quadrotor are again not open-source.

Designing swarm algorithms often requires extensive trial
and error, because the group behaviors arise indirectly from
local interactions. Therefore, a high-fidelity simulation en-
vironment for any hardware platform is of great practical
importance to reduce development time, and when using
UAVs to reduce the number of crashes with real hardware.
However, in the two studies mentioned above, there is no
accompanying simulator to test swarm algorithms before
transferring them to real hardware.

Simulation models for a few varieties of quadrotors have
been implemented in [7] to support a proposed flight con-
troller software for UAVs. Specifically, [7] presents full-stack
open-source software for flight control and estimation that
supports multi-UAV mutual localization in GPS-denied envi-
ronments, is compatible with ROS [8], and includes packages
for the Gazebo multi-robot simulator [9]. The control and
estimation system provided in [7] is a powerful extension
to the Pixhawk [10]—a popular off-the-shelf open-source
flight controller, which we also use in this research. However,
beyond the Pixhawk module, the UAV hardware used in this
research has not been made available.

TABLE 1. Open-source hardware specifications table.

Hardware name S-drone (Swarm-drone)
Open-source licenses Hardware and software: MIT License
Cost of hardware 2.250 EUR
Project repository https://osf.io/hp6rf/

In this article, we present the S-drone (see Fig. 1, Table 1),
our quadrotor platform for swarm robotics. The S-drone is
intended for researchers to be able to conduct swarm robotics
experiments with real hardware. We also contribute simula-
tion support for researchers to be able to conduct experiments
in a multi-physics robot simulator that is suitable for large-
scale swarms.

In the remainder of the article, we describe the details of
the S-drone, including the design files and software support.
We also provide instructions to 1) manufacture the custom
components, 2) assemble the quadrotor, and 3) calibrate,
program, and run multi-quadrotor experiments.

A. CHALLENGES OF DESIGNING A QUADROTOR FOR
AERIAL SWARM RESEARCH
Designing platforms for aerial swarms is challenging [11],
because robots need to coordinate using only local commu-
nication, relative positioning, and local sensing. Swarms of
quadrotors require substantial onboard sensing and compu-
tation capabilities, compared to, e.g., a group of quadrotors
fully controlled by a base station. A quadrotor suitable for
swarm robotics research indoors also requires a wide field
of view for GPS-less vision-based navigation while flying at
low altitudes.

Designing an extensible quadrotor with many onboard
capabilities also presents technical challenges. For instance,
increasing the size and mass of a quadrotor generally enables
the inclusion of larger and more capable sensors, actuators,
and computers, but will likely make the quadrotor more
expensive. A quadrotor that is both very lightweight and
highly capable would require the development of new on-
board components.

Furthermore, a platform for aerial swarm research requires
simulation support. It is important that researchers can sim-
ulate the preliminary development phases of new swarm
algorithms before they transition to real hardware, because,
in swarms of quadrotors, the impact of a single failure is
unlikely to remain local. Quadrotors are quite agile and
powerful, compared to, e.g., ground vehicles of similar size.
Failures are likely to cause collisions, which often damage
the quadrotors and the surrounding environment.

Developing a new quadrotor for swarm robotics research
requires an extensive budget, the skills and resources to
build hardware platforms from scratch, and adequate lab
facilities—e.g., sufficient space for autonomous flight, which
is likely to include crashes during development and testing.
Our motivation is to develop an open-source quadrotor plat-
form that will allow swarm robotics researchers to directly
conduct experiments, with fewer resource requirements than
those required to build a platform from scratch.

B. DESIGN DECISIONS
In order to address the above challenges, we have made a
number of design choices that make our S-drone well-suited
for research in swarm robotics:

• Robot-to-robot coordination and vision-based nav-
igation. The S-drone has onboard localization, nav-
igation, and coordination capabilities for multi-robot
operations. Its quad-camera configuration also gives it
a wide enough field of view at low altitudes to support
vision-based navigation indoors. It can work collabora-
tively with other quadrotors and other platforms, such
as ground vehicles, using only local communication and
onboard sensing capabilities.

• Full decentralization. It can operate without any exter-
nal centralized infrastructure such as global positioning
systems, motion capture systems, off-board sensing, off-
board processing, or ground control stations.
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 1. The S-drone: (a) Perspective view render, (b) Top view render, (c) Photograph of S-drone.
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• Simulator. The S-drone comes with an open-source
plug-in for simulation in ARGoS [12], a multi-physics
engine simulator for robot swarms.

• Transferability from simulation to real hardware.
The S-drone plug-in for ARGoS provides a high-level
control interface, enabling users to implement the same
control software in both simulation and real hardware.
Transferring control software from simulation to real
hardware ensures a smooth transition and can signifi-
cantly accelerate the deployment of new swarm algo-
rithms on real hardware.

• Extensible control. By using ARGoS and the PX4
flight controller, it is possible to develop and implement
new swarm algorithms and control laws that meet the
requirements of a wide range of applications.

• Open-source. All hardware, software, and mechanical
design, assembly, and operation files are hosted on Open
Science Framework1.

• Accessible hardware. Most of the components are
commercially available, and those which are not can be
manufactured (either in-house or by a third-party service
provider) using widely available machinery (e.g., 3D
printer).

• Extensible hardware. The S-drone uses well-
modularized components when possible, therefore, an
off-the-shelf sensor needed for a specific mission can
easily be added (e.g., a localization module for GPS-
guided outdoor navigation or a 360◦ LiDAR module for
mapping). Deeper customization can also be made using
the design files provided (e.g., mechanical mounts can
be customized to change the sensor types or fields of
view).

• Software support for managing experiments. The S-
drone is supported by an experiment Supervisor pro-
gram, used for starting, monitoring, and shutting down
real robot experiments.

II. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe the electronic, onboard software,
and mechanical components of the S-drone open-source
hardware. The S-drone is designed to operate without an
external localization system or support from a ground station.
It is designed to support both piloted and autonomous flight,
and to support the development of control algorithms for
many types of quadrotor deployments, ranging from a simple
single quadrotor to complex heterogeneous robot swarms.

The S-drone includes many components that are essential
for the autonomous or piloted flight of quadrotor platforms,
including electronic speed control (ESC) modules, brushless
motors, propellers, a single-point LiDAR, an optical flow
module, a battery, and a flight controller. These are stan-
dard, off-the-shelf components from the hobbyist market and
therefore are widely available, affordable, well-modularized,
and well-interfaced.

1 https://osf.io/hp6rf/

In addition to these well-modularized components, the
S-drone includes several components that have not been
produced specifically for quadrotor platforms: its cameras,
single-board computer, and its optional attachment for colli-
sion avoidance using time-of-flight (ToF) distance sensors.
The S-drone also has two separate WiFi communication
links: one for low-level interaction with the quadrotor (e.g.,
controlling and monitoring the Pixhawk4 flight controller)
and one for communication with the single-board computer
(e.g., interaction with Linux or ARGoS). These components
are needed for autonomous flight and decentralized coordi-
nation. Many versions of these components exist, but not all
combinations are compatible, and because they are not mod-
ularized for quadrotor platforms, they need to be interfaced.
Overall, the components of the S-drone are interconnected
and constrain each other in a complex way, so we designed
a custom printed circuit board to interface them. The S-
drone interface printed circuit board (PCB) includes power
modules and connectors for peripherals, powers the flight
controller and other components, and provides reliable data
communication between the onboard computer and the flight
controller and other components.

As built, without extensions, the S-drone has a maximum
flight time of approximately 15 minutes while hovering.

A. ELECTRONICS
The electronic components of the S-drone can be categorized
in three groups: 1) the flight control and propulsion electron-
ics, 2) the interface PCB, and 3) the autonomy electronics.
The connectivity diagram of the components can be seen in
Fig. 2 and full details are given in the bill of materials in the
repository (see Table 3).

1) Flight control electronics
The S-drone’s flight control electronics (see Fig. 3) are re-
sponsible for controlling the quadrotor’s attitude, position,
and trajectory. These components are all commercially avail-
able for modularized quadrotor platforms.

In the S-drone, we use a Pixhawk4 flight controller from
the manufacturer Holybro. The Pixhawk4 is based on an
open-source project [10] and is optimized to run the open-
source autopilot software called PX4. Its primary purpose
is to fly and control the quadrotor without constant ’hands-
on’ remote control by a human operator being required. It
has a central STM32F765 processor, I/O STM32F100 pro-
cessor, accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, barometric
air pressure sensors, five serial ports, three I2C ports, and
four SPI buses. In the S-drone, the Pixhawk4 is connected
to the interface PCB via a serial port. Through the interface
PCB, it communicates with the Up Core at 921600 baud
rate and 80000 bytes/second data rate. The Pixhawk4 is
operated at 4.9-5.5 V voltage and is powered from an external
PM07 power module, which is manufactured specifically for
the Pixhawk and also manages power distribution to the
electronic speed control (ESC) modules for the brushless
motors. The PM07 power module also sends information to
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FIGURE 2. Connectivity diagram for the electronics of the S-drone

.

in real-time, which is useful for development phases.

2) Propulsion electronics
The propulsion system of a quadrotor is crucial: it deter-
mines key performance metrics such as flight time, payload
capacity, flying speed, and range. The propulsion electronics
of the S-drone comprise motors, electronic speed control
(ESC) modules, and a battery (see Fig. 4). Note that, although
there are many possible versions of these components, only a
few combinations are compatible. Poor combinations would
result in quadrotors that either fail under system stress or
cannot take off at all.

The S-drone has four MN-series brushless DC motors
from T-Motor. The current fed to the motors is controlled by
four 30 A ESC modules with SimonK firmware. The ESC
modules control the speed of the motors based on the PWM
signal from the Pixhawk4. Finally, the S-drone is powered by
a lithium-ion polymer (LiPo) 5000 mAh four-cell battery.

3) Interface PCB
The S-drone has a two-sided interface printed circuit board
(PCB) that allows communication between electronic com-
ponents and provides connectors for peripherals. Here we
describe the main components of the PCB (see Fig. 5).

On the top face of the PCB, located next to the LiPo battery
connector, there is a power switch to turn the PCB power

the Pixhawk4 about the battery voltage and current supplied 
to the motors.

For relative position estimation, the S-drone includes a 
downward-facing PX4Flow optical flow smart camera mod-
ule from Holybro. To help in precision hovering, terrain 
following, and precision landing, the S-drone also includes 
a downward-facing TFMini single-point LiDAR from Be-
nawake. The optical flow sensor captures 752 x  480 px im-
ages and estimates the quadrotor’s velocity at 400Hz. The 
single-point LiDAR is low-cost and low-power, has a range 
of 12 m, and provides measurement data at 100Hz at a baud 
rate of 115200. These sensors work indoors and outdoors 
without the need for an external supplement, e.g., external 
illumination for the flow sensor.

The S-drone also includes some removable components to 
optionally support manual piloting, which can be important, 
e.g., during development phases, even when working with 
swarm algorithms for autonomous drones. Using a DSMX 
remote receiver from Spektrum, an operator can remotely 
control the quadrotor’s movement (e.g., speed, direction, 
throttle, yaw angle, etc.), switch between the flight modes, 
or engage a kill-switch in an emergency. It is important for 
development phases and experiment management. Using SiK 
telemetry radios from Holybro, which provide a wireless data 
link between a ground control station and the Pixhawk4, an 
operator can adjust control gains and review telemetry data
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Optical Flow
Smart Camera

RC Reciver

LidarPixhawk 4 Power Module Telemetry Radios

FIGURE 3. The flight control electronics: Pixhawk4, PM07 power module, PX4Flow optical flow module, SiK telemetry radios, DSMX remote receiver, and TFmini
single-point LiDAR.

LiPo Battery

Electronic Speed
Controller

Brushless Motor

FIGURE 4. The actuator control electronics: (a) brushless motor, (b) ESC module, and (c) battery

on and off. The top face also has two step-down voltage
regulators (a 3.3V regulator for the control circuitry and
a 5V regulator for the Up Core) and a docking connector
for the Up Core. On its bottom face, the PCB includes a
standard docking socket for an XBee WiFi module, which
communicates with a router in a 2.4 GHz frequency band.
For experiment management (e.g., triggering the start of
an experiment or engaging a kill-switch for safety), this
module provides a two-way communication link between
the experiment Supervisor software and the quadrotor. Both
sides of the PCB also include connectors for autonomy
electronics (refer to the next section): USB ports with custom
JST connectors for cameras and UART ports for time-of-
flight (ToF) distance sensors with 27-degree field-of-view
flash LiDAR. To orchestrate the data coming from many ToF
sensors, the PCB includes three low-voltage four-channel
I2C multiplexers, which are each responsible for sending the
distance information of up to four ToF sensors to the Up Core
via I2C (i.e., supporting up to twelve ToF sensors in total).

On the top face of the PCB there are also 12 through-hole
round RGB LEDs and four surface mounted diode (SMD)
LEDs. The through-hole RGB LEDs are driven by a 16-bit
LED driver from NXP, used to set the brightness of the RGB
channels and for color mixing. The colors of the through-
hole RGB LEDs can provide visual state indicators for a

developed swarm algorithm and the colors of the surface-
mounted LEDs provide visual feedback about the on/off
status of the PCB, Pixhawk4, Up Core, XBee WiFi module,
and S-drone autonomous mode.

4) Autonomy electronics

The autonomy electronics of the S-drone comprise an
Up Core single-board computer, four downward-facing cam-
eras, and an optional attachment for collision avoidance using
twelve ToF distance sensors with 27-degree field-of-view
flash LiDAR (Fig. 6). Note that the attachment for collision
avoidance is considered optional (i.e., not required for flight)
because the S-drone can operate without it, and the attach-
ment is designed to be easily mechanically interchangeable
with other custom sensor attachments. Substitutions can be
made by customizing the provided open-access design files.

The Up Core single-board computer is responsible for
processing sensing and control information, as needed for
autonomy and swarm algorithms. It communicates with the
flight controller, the cameras, and extensions for further au-
tonomy such as the ToF distance sensors. The Up Core has an
Intel Atom X5 Z8350 processor, an Intel Gen. 8 HD Graphics
400 GPU, 4 GB DDR3L RAM, 64 GB eMMC, two USB 2.0
ports, one UART port, and an embedded WiFi module.
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FIGURE 6. Electronic devices for quadrotor’s high level autonomy: (a) OV5650 camera module, (b) time-of-flight (ToF) distance sensor, (c) Up Core single-board
computer

measure the distance of an object at up to 2 meters.

B. SOFTWARE
The software components for the S-drone allow for trans-
ferring code from simulation to real hardware and support
simulations using the accompanying simulator ARGoS. The
seamless transition from simulation to real hardware enables
swarm algorithms to be developed in the simulation envi-
ronment before deploying them on real robots, reducing the
amount of testing on real hardware and the potential for
crashes during the development phase. The full firmware and
support software are provided in the Open Science Frame-
work repository.

The S-drone uses the Yocto Project2 to automatically build
a custom embedded Linux distribution at runtime. In the

2https://www.yoctoproject.org

The cameras of the S-drone are used for autonomous 
vision-based navigation and detection of other robots during 
decentralized coordination. The camera modules are manu-
factured by Leopard Imaging, are based on a 5 MP OV5650 
image sensor from OmniVision, and have a 2.8 mm manual 
focus lens. The pixel data from the image sensors are routed 
from these connectors to the low-power USB 2.0 hub con-
trollers called USB4715 from Microchip. Then, the USB hub 
controller routes the pixel data to the Up Core’s USB 2.0 data 
port.

The optional ToF distance sensors are intended to increase 
the situational awareness capabilities of the S-drone for pur-
poses such as collision avoidance. The attachment includes 
twelve VL53LOX flash L iDAR ToF d istance s ensors from 
Pololu. They have a composite field of view that covers most 
of the circumference directions of the quadrotor and can
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Yocto build system, layers define a specific version and
configuration of the Linux kernel alongside userspace con-
figuration and software. We use a Docker image to partially
automate the configuration of the build system and to provide
a clean and consistent environment for the build process.

The custom layer meta-drone for the Yocto build system
includes a Linux kernel based on Linux Yocto 5.2 with
several patches.3 The layer meta-drone also contains config-
uration segments that are combined to form the defconfig

for the kernel, which results in the necessary kernel modules
being compiled and installed, and the ACPI configuration to
communicate the location and configuration of all the devices
to the Linux kernel drivers.

The S-drone preinstalled software includes LibIIO (a
userspace library for the kernel industrial input-output API),
Intel’s threading building blocks (TBB) library, the AprilTag
library, MJPEG streamer, the PX4 flight system library, and
Python 3 (with packages for libjpeg-turbo, pymavlink, pySe-
rial, and V4L2). We have also included a custom JSON-based
RPC service called Fernbedienung,4 which allows us to run
programs remotely and interact with them over the standard
input, output, and error streams. This service is written in
Python and is started automatically on boot using Systemd.

For running experiments, we use a control interface of
the quadrotor defined in the ARGoS simulator. By using
this interface and the ARGoS libraries, we are able to use
the same control software in simulation as we do on real
quadrotors. The control interface is executable, to which
the identifier, the configuration of a message router, and the
Pixhawk configuration can be passed as arguments. This ex-
ecutable provides an implementation of all of the sensors and
actuators defined in the control interface for the S-drone. To
give a few examples, the flight system is implemented using
the PX4 library; the camera system is implemented using the
V4L2, Intel TBB, and AprilTag libraries; the ToF distance
sensors are implemented using LibIIO; and the LEDs are
implemented on top of the sysfs virtual filesystem.

We also use a custom Supervisor program for starting,
monitoring, and shutting down multi-robot experiments. The
program provides a web-based GUI in which the user can
record data from an Optitrack tracking system, log messages
sent between robots, and capture ARGoS’s standard output
and standard error from each quadrotor during an experiment.
The Supervisor program has been written in Rust. The back-
end is built on top of the Tokio asynchronous framework/run-
time and the front-end (compiled to WebAssembly for the
browser) is built on top of the Yew web framework. The
front-end and back-end communicate with each other over
a WebSocket.

3Patches are an upstream version of PCA954x I2C multiplexer driver for
compatibility with ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface),
a workaround for USB video class (UVC) bandwidth calculation (so that
multiple cameras can operate on the same bus), and an update to the
VL53l0X ToF driver to incorporate sampling based on the industrial input-
output (IIO) kernel API.

4https://github.com/iridia-ulb/fernbedienung-python

For S-drone controllers, and for the development of swarm
algorithms or other types of control, the S-drone uses Lua
control software, including Lua scripts which run on top of
the Lua bindings for the sensors and actuators defined in the
control interface. By writing our controllers in Lua, there is
no need for recompilation each time a change is made to
our control software. Also, because Lua has a small footprint
and is fast and portable, it can be easily embedded, avoiding
potential problems with, e.g., incompatible instruction sets or
linking libraries. Experiments with the S-drone use an XML
configuration file to define the sensors and actuators in use
and the update rate of the controller. More details about using
S-drone control software and running experiments are given
in the Operation Instruction section.

C. MECHANICAL DESIGN

The S-drone includes several 3D printed components, which
have been designed according to mechanical stiffness, anti-
vibration, and manufacturing constraints. The components
have been designed to reduce volume as much as possible
(and therefore reduce both weight and manufacturing costs)
while maintaining appropriate mechanical properties. We
describe the main features of the mechanical design in a
series of line drawings. See Fig. 7 and 8 and their respective
captions for details of the design features.

It is important to note that the camera mounts need to
be carefully designed to meet anti-vibration requirements.
The quadrotor is relatively heavy and therefore the motors
are quite powerful and produce strong vibrations. Also, the
cameras need to be mounted sufficiently away from the body
of the quadrotor in order to have an unobstructed view, ef-
fectively creating cantilever beams, which can easily deflect
with significant magnitude on the unsupported end (i.e., the
end with the camera). Any customization of the S-drone will
need to take this consideration into account.

III. OPEN-SOURCE REPOSITORY
A. DESIGN FILES

The design files required to manufacture the S-drone are
summarized in Table 2. The 3D printed parts are provided in
several file formats, including formats compatible with open-
source software (e.g., FreeCAD 0.17-7) and the circuit board
design files are provided in a format compatible with KiCad,
an open-source EDA. For the circuit board, we provide an
archive that contains the complete project in addition to a
quick reference PDF for checking the functionalities and lay-
out of the PCB. For each of the 3D printed parts, we provide
an archive of multiple file formats for editing purposes and
for submission to a rapid prototyping facility (e.g., STL,
OBJ). For the custom cables, we provide an archive of the
production-ready shop drawings in PDF, for submission to a
cable manufacturer. For the calibration boards needed for the
operation instructions, we provide print-ready files.

8
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(a)

(b) (c)

FIGURE 7. The mechanical design of the S-drone. (a) Perspective line drawing of the custom 3D printed mechanical parts, in correct relative positions. The
optional sensor attachments at the end of the arms are designed for easy interchangeability (i.e., the whole quadrotor does not need to be disassembled in order to
substitute them). (b) Perspective line drawing of upper plate crash guard. The crash guard protects the interface PCB and the onboard computer, including the
brittle solder connections of the top heatsink, the most fragile connections on the S-drone. (c) Perspective line drawing of the undercarriage battery mount, which
includes positioning guides for mounting the downward facing optical flow sensor and downward facing single-point LiDAR. The battery cage design is strong
enough to hold the battery during higher velocity landings and allows airflow for thermal management. The battery is secured with a velcro closure for easy removal.
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 8. The mechanical design of the 3D printed S-drone camera mounts. (a) Perspective line drawing of the four camera mounts, with the cameras. (b) The
camera mount is designed with a variable profile that resists deflection along the cantilever. (c) In order to combine the four camera views into one stitched view, the
cameras are each oriented identically in the horizontal plane. Therefore, they are not radially symmetrical around the S-drone; each camera has a distinct relative
orientation to its mount. To accommodate this requirement without making each of the four camera mounts unique, the mount has screw holes to accommodate four
different mounting orientations of the camera breakout board, with guidelines included in the print.

TABLE 2. Design files.

File Format OSF Repository1 location GitHub Repository URL
Interface PCB EDA software project DesignFiles / Electronics / ... https://github.com/iridia-ulb/drone-pcb
Camera mount STEP, STL, OBJ DesignFiles / Mechanics / CameraMount / ... -
Upper plate crash guard STEP, STL, OBJ DesignFiles / Mechanics / CrashGuard / ... -
Battery mount STEP, STL, OBJ DesignFiles / Mechanics / BatteryMount / ... -
Sensor attachment STEP, STL, OBJ DesignFiles / Mechanics / SensorAttachment / ... -
Custom cable harnesses PDF DesignFiles / CableHarnesses / ... -
Calibration boards SVG, PDF DesignFiles / Calibration / ... -

10
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TABLE 3. Bill of materials (BOM) and assembly instructions.

File Format OSF Repository1 location
Quadrotor BOM XLS BillofMaterials / BOM.xls (Sheet:Parts_S-drone)
Interface PCB BOM XLS BillofMaterials / BOM.xls (Sheet:Parts_InterfaceBoard)
Assembly video for the S-drone MP4 Assembly / AssemblyVideo.mp4

TABLE 4. Repositories for software components

Software component OSF Repository1 location GitHub Repository URL
Flight controller PX4 firmware and parameter list Software / FlightControl / ... -
Yocto system image layer for the Up Core Software / SystemImage / ... https://github.com/iridia-ulb/meta-drone
Camera calibration software Software / Calibration / ... -
Control scripts and ARGoS plugin for the S-drone Software / SdroneControl / ... https://github.com/iridia-ulb/argos3-drone
Simulation example and real experiment video Software / Examples / ... -

B. BILL OF MATERIALS
Two bills of materials are located in the repository (see
Table 3): one for the components of the quadrotor and an-
other for the components of the interface PCB (excluding
cost). The cost of the interface PCB, including manufacturing
the board, ordering the components, and having the board
assembled, is listed on the main bill of materials. The bill
of materials for the interface PCB is intended to be used as a
reference, as fabricators and board assemblers might use their
own spreadsheets styles. To manufacture the interface PCB,
a bill of materials in a customized style can be automatically
populated using an EDA software such as KiCad and the
provided design files for the interface PCB (see Table 2).

C. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
We provide a PDF instruction guide and a detailed video
presenting the full assembly process of the S-drone without
extensions. The video and PDF are located in the repository
(see Table 3).

IV. OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

and QGroundControl ground control software. To support
both piloted and autonomous flight on the S-drone, we use a
customized version of PX4 based on version 11.3, available
in our repository (see Table 4). This PX4 version has been
customized to rely solely on LiDAR to make the height esti-
mation for the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) more stable in
autonomous flight mode. To accomplish this, the barometer
aid in the estimator loop is removed and the default setting
for height estimation is changed from barometer feedback to
LiDAR feedback.

First, download the customized S-drone PX4 firmware and
the S-drone parameter list. Then, install the PX4 firmware us-
ing the QGroundControl software, according to the following
steps, illustrated in Fig. 9.

1) Launch the QGroundControl5 application.
2) Select the QGroundControl (Q) icon in the top left corner of

the user interface.
3) Select Firmware under Vehicle Setup.
4) Connect the Pixhawk4 from its micro USB port to one of the

USB hubs of your local computer.
5) Wait for the Pixhawk4 to connect to QGroundControl.
6) Select PX4 Flight Stack from the right pane.
7) Tick the Advanced settings box.
8) Select Custom firmware file from the drop-down list.
9) Select OK to install the S-drone PX4 firmware that was

downloaded from the repository.
10) Wait for QGroundControl to complete the firmware installa-

tion.

Configure the customized PX4 firmware by setting the air-
frame and loading the S-drone parameter list according to the
following steps, illustrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

1) In the QGroundControl application, select Airframe in the left
pane (see Fig. 10).

2) Select QuadrotorX, then select DJI Frame Wheel F450
from the drop-down list.

3) Select Apply and Restart on the right of the application.
4) After the QGroundControl application restarts, select Param-

eters from the left pane (see Fig. 11).
5) Select Tools on the right of the application.
6) Select Load from File and upload the S-drone parameter list

that was downloaded from the repository.

5https://docs.qgroundcontrol.com/master/en/getting_started/download_
and_install.html

The S-drone is operated using custom PX4 firmware, ARGoS 
and the quadrotor’s plugins, configuration fi les, an d high-
level Lua control software. The S-drone software and a 
number of example scripts are available in the repository (see 
Table 4).

For some files and software, the most recent versions can 
be found in the GitHub repositories listed in Tables 4 and 2. 
Note that the versions from these repositories, however, may 
be in development or may contain changes that are incompat-
ible with the other software components.

For operation of the hardware, Sec. IV-A and IV-B de-
scribe how to download, install, and configure t he PX4 
firmware, Sec. IV-C describes how to prepare a system image 
for the Up Core, and Sec. IV-D describes how to calibrate the 
cameras for detection and vision-based navigation. Sec. IV-E 
demonstrates how to run example routines.

A. INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION OF THE PX4 
FIRMWARE
The Pixhawk4 flight controller is designed to be used in com-
bination with the open-source PX4 flight control software

11
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FIGURE 9. Transferring the PX4 firmware. (Artwork/images of QGroundControl are used under license CC BY-SA 2.0.)

1

2

3

FIGURE 10. Airframe setup. (Artwork/images of QGroundControl are used under license CC BY-SA 2.0.)

B. CONTROLLERS AND TUNING

The S-drone uses a cascaded PID controller (propor-
tional–integral–derivative controller), illustrated in Fig. 12.
For the S-drone to fly stably, the PID controller gains need
to have been tuned correctly, so that the response to desired
inputs and disturbances minimizes the variability of the
control error. The parameter list that was loaded during the

configuration steps in Sec. IV-A provides the default PID
gain values for the S-drone without extensions. These default
PID gain values will fly the S-drone safely.

If the S-drone is customized or extended, it is possible
that the PID gains will need to be re-tuned. Here we provide
instructions for trial-and-error tuning of the PID gains, which
is a widely used and relatively easy method that does not

12
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4

5

6

FIGURE 11. Loading the S-drone parameter list. (Artwork/images of QGroundControl are used under license CC BY-SA 2.0.)
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FIGURE 12. Structure of the cascaded flight controller

TABLE 5. Effects of increasing the individual PID gains on the system performance of the S-drone. For instance, while I and D gains are fixed, an increase in the P
gain will cause the rise time to decrease, overshoot to increase, settling time to increase slightly, steady-state error to decrease, and stability to deteriorate.

Rise Time Overshoot Settling Time Steady-state error Stability
Increasing P gain Decreases Increases Increases slightly Decreases Deteriorates
Increasing I gain Decreases slightly Increases Increases Decreases greatly Deteriorates
Increasing D gain Decreases slightly Decreases Decreases No effect Improves

require a system model. However, it is important to note that
correct PID tuning for any quadrotor will require experience
and a good understanding of how each gain affects the system
response. We summarize the effects of the PID gains on
system performance in Table 5. It is suggested to start with
the default set of gains for the S-drone and incrementally
make small adjustments during a trial-and-error process to
improve the system response.

The S-drone has four different controller types (see

Fig. 12) which need to be tuned in the following order: 1)
attitude rate control, 2) attitude control, 3) velocity control,
and 4) position control. For a quadrotor, the most crucial
tuning is that of the attitude rate controllers [13]—if these
are tuned well, the other controllers often need little to no
adjustments.

QGroundControl software can be used to monitor both
real-time and offline responses and make incremental
changes to the PID gains. The PID gain parameters in the
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FIGURE 13. Tuning the S-drone PID gains in real-time using the QGroundController tuning wizard. (Artwork/images of QGroundControl are used under license CC
BY-SA 2.0.)

QGroundControl are as follows:
• Roll rate control: MC_ROLLRATE_P, MC_ROLLRATE_I,
MC_ROLLRATE_D

• Pitch rate control: MC_PITCHRATE_P, MC_PITCHRATE_I,
MC_PITCHRATE_D

• Yaw rate control: MC_YAWRATE_P, MC_YAWRATE_I,
MC_YAWRATE_D

• Roll, pitch, yaw control: MC_ROLL_P, MC_PITCH_P,
MC_YAW_P

• Lateral velocity control: MC_XY_VEL_P, MC_XY_VEL_I,
MC_XY_VEL_D

• Vertical velocity control: MC_Z_VEL_P, MC_Z_VEL_I,
MC_Z_VEL_D

• Position control: MC_XY_P, MC_Z_P

PID gain adjustments can be made offline or in real-
time while flying the S-drone. We provide instructions for
both options. To tune the PID gains in real-time using the
QGroundControl tuning wizard, connect a telemetry radio
to the Pixhawk4 and take the following steps, illustrated in
Fig. 13).

1) Launch the QGroundControl application.
2) Connect a second telemetry radio to a USB hub of your local

computer.
3) Wait for the telemetry radio connected to the Pixhawk4 of the

S-drone to connect to QGroundControl.
4) Select the QGroundControl (Q) icon in the top left corner of

the user interface.
5) Select PID Tuning from the left pane.
6) Select the Rate Controller tab.
7) Disable AirMode and Autotune.
8) QGroundControl provides real-time plots of the S-drone’s

setpoint and response curves.
9) Rapidly move the roll and pitch stick of the RC transmitter

while piloting the S-drone in Altitude Mode or Stabilize

Mode.
10) On the right pane, select a controller type (e.g., Roll) and use

the sliders to choose appropriate gains to make the response
curve (blue) track the setpoint curve (green) as closely as
possible. Repeat this step for all controller types until the PID
gains are satisfactory.

To tune the PID gains offline using PX4 Flight Review and
QGroundController, use a log file recorded during a flight
and evaluate controller performance offline and analytically,
according to the following steps, illustrated in Fig. 14.

1) Rapidly move the roll and pitch stick of the RC transmitter
while piloting the S-drone in Altitude Mode or Stabilize
Mode.

2) Retrieve the flight log file that is automatically saved to the SD
card of the Pixhawk4.

3) Launch the PX4 Flight Review website.6

4) Select Choose File and select the pre-recorded log file.
5) Select Upload,
6) Select the Open PID Analysis tab.
7) PX4 Flight Review provides step response plots of the S-

drone’s pre-recorded flight.
8) Launch the QGroundControl application.
9) Connect a cable to the micro USB port of the Pixhawk4 of the

S-drone.
10) Connect that cable to a USB hub of your local computer.
11) Wait for the Pixhawk4 to connect to QGroundControl.
12) Select the QGroundControl (Q) icon in the top left corner of

the user interface.
13) Select Parameters from the left pane.
14) Enter the name of a type of PID gain parameter of a controller

in the search bar (e.g., MC_ROLLRATE).
15) Adjust the parameters based on the response plot.

6https://review.px4.io/
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FIGURE 14. Analyzing the PID gains with a pre-recorded log file, using PX4 Flight Review and QGroundController. (Artwork/images of QGroundControl are used
under license CC BY-SA 2.0. Images of PX4 Flight Review are used under BSD 3-Clause License.)

16) Repeat the previous two steps for all parameters until the PID
gains for each controller are satisfactory.

C. PREPARING THE SYSTEM IMAGE

The system image for the Up Core is provided in the reposi-
tory (see Table 4). Here we provide instructions to build the
image on your local computer and prepare for the Up Core,
using the following steps. Note that the build process will
require around 50 GB of free disk space and the resulting
system image will be approximately 1 GB. In the exam-
ple commands here, we assume that the local computer
has a Linux-based OS, the build location is /home/‘id

-un‘/yocto-drone where ‘id -un‘ should be replaced with
the correct username, and Docker is installed on the local
computer.

First, specify the directory for the build and clone the
Yocto build system and Yocto layers, as shown in the fol-
lowing example.

mkdir /home/‘id -un‘/yocto-drone
cd /home/‘id -un‘/yocto-drone
git clone git://git.yoctoproject.org/poky -{}-

↪→ branch zeus -{}-single-branch
cd poky
git clone git://git.openembedded.org/meta-

↪→ openembedded -{}-branch zeus -{}-single-
↪→ branch

git clone git://git.yoctoproject.org/meta-intel.
↪→ git -{}-branch zeus -{}-single-branch

git clone https://github.com/iridia-ulb/meta-
↪→ drone.git

Second, create a Docker image and Docker container.
Create a Docker image as follows:

sudo docker build -t yocto-drone:latest https://
↪→ github.com/iridia-ulb/meta-drone.git\#:
↪→ docker \

-{}-build-arg host_usrid=‘id -u‘ \
-{}-build-arg host_usrname=‘id -un‘ \
-{}-build-arg host_grpid=‘id -g‘ \
-{}-build-arg host_grpname=‘id -gn‘

This command will execute the Docker file and create a
Docker image based on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. The image will
contain a user and a group matching the current user and
group, providing easy access to the build system from the
host. Create a Docker container from this image as follows:

sudo docker create -{}-tty -{}-interactive -{}-
↪→ volume /home/‘id -un‘/yocto-drone:/home/‘
↪→ id -un‘ \

-{}-name yocto-drone -{}-hostname yocto-drone
↪→ yocto-drone:latest

Note that the format of the argument after the
--volume option is: path/on/host:path/in/container
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where path/on/host is a directory on the host and
path/in/container is a directory inside the Docker con-
tainer.

Third, build the image for the S-drone. Start and attach to
the container with the build environment as follows:

sudo docker start yocto-drone
sudo docker attach yocto-drone

Then, build the image for the S-drone with the following
command:

bitbake upboard-image-base

Note that the build can fail due to internet connectivity issues
or an oversight in the dependency tree. These issues are nor-
mally resolved by simply re-executing the above command.

Fourth, load the bootable system image onto a USB stick
so that it can be installed on the Up Core of the S-drone.
When attaching the USB stick, check the kernel messages
(via, e.g., sudo dmesg) and note the device name of the
USB stick (e.g., /dev/sdX). Write the image to the device
as follows, replacing sdX with the correct device name:

# Unmount the device and/or its partitions
umount /dev/sdX*
# Write the image to the device
dd if=PATH/TO/poky/build/tmp/deploy/images/up-

↪→ core/upboard-image-base-up-core.hddimg of
↪→ =/dev/sdX

# Ensure that all data has been copied
sync
# Unmount the device and/or its partitions again

↪→ (in case they were mounted)
umount /dev/sdX*

Finally, the image can be copied to the Up Core of the S-
drone. Attach the USB stick to the Up Core and access the
S-drone console using a USB keyboard and HDMI monitor
connected directly to the Up Core. Disconnect the Up Core
from the interface PCB of the S-drone and power the Up Core
using DC power. (Note that it is important to not use the DC
power jack while the Up Core is connected to the interface
PCB of the S-drone.) Choose the second of the three boot
options, then choose mmcblk0 as a disk to copy the image.

D. CAMERA CALIBRATION FOR VISION-BASED
NAVIGATION
The S-drone is equipped with four downward-facing cameras
for vision-based navigation and detection of, e.g., ground
robots for collaboration. Real-world applications might make
use of a variety of computer vision methods. Here we use
fiducial markers, which are well-suited to a research setting,
for robot detection and vision-based navigation. Specifically,
we use AprilTags [14], which are popular for robotics re-
search and are suitable for decentralized robot-to-robot col-
laboration because they support estimation of translation,
orientation, and vertical depth.

The software used for calibration is provided in the repos-
itory (see Table 4). Here we give operation and camera cali-

bration instructions when using AprilTags and the Supervisor
software [15].7.

700x700

162x34

1024x768

FIGURE 15. The processing image is cropped from the raw image.

The ARGoS plugin for the S-drone supports the estimation
of the relative positions and orientations of AprilTags. Here
we give instructions for using our standard configuration,
which uses the AprilTag family tag25h9 scaled to 14 cm.

Each camera captures 1024 × 768 px raw images and
crops them to 700 × 700 px with an offset of (162, 34) (see
Fig. 15), as specified in the camera configuration. The camera
configuration also includes a calibration attribute, where
the path to a calibration XML file should be specified, as
shown in the following example.

<camera id="arm0"
calibration="/home/root/calibration/

↪→ drone_camera_calibration_arm0.xml"
capture_resolution="1024,768"
processing_resolution="700,700"
processing_offset="162,34"

/>

The calibration XML file of each camera contains its
internal parameters (e.g., focal length, principal point, and
distortion parameters) and external parameters (i.e., the cam-
era’s relative position and orientation on the quadrotor).
These parameters need to be calibrated after an S-drone is
built, using the following calibration process. The design files
for the physical calibration boards—Checkerboard, shown in
Fig. 16(a), and Alignment-board, shown in Fig. 16(b-c)—
and the default AprilTags are available in the repository (see
Table 2).

The first phase of the calibration process is manual focus.
Position the S-drone at the desired height (here, the desired
height is 1.5 m above the ground). Turn on the S-drone,
open the Supervisor software and turn on the Up Core, and
click Show Cameras in the Supervisor. Using the four live
streams, manually adjust each camera’s lens until the ground
is in focus.

7Available here: https://github.com/iridia-ulb/supervisor. For installation
instructions, see the technical report: https://iridia.ulb.ac.be/IridiaTrSeries/
link/IridiaTr2022-004.pdf
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 16. (a) Checkerboard for internal parameters calibration, (b) Alignment-board for external parameters calibration, (c) the S-drone on the Alignment-board.

Prepare to calibrate the internal and external parameters
by logging into the Up Core, mounting the USB drive, and
running ARGoS with the calibration program, as in the
following example. This will turn on the cameras and save
the processing images in PNM format to /media/usb in the
Up Core.

ssh root@192.168.1.103
mkdir /media/usb
mount /dev/sda /media/usb
argos3 -c drone_calibration.argos -s /media/usb/

The second phase of the process is to calibrate the internal
parameters of each camera using the calibration Checker-
board. Repeat the following steps for each camera:

1) Hold the calibration Checkerboard in front of one of the
cameras, moving and rotating it so the camera sees dif-
ferent positions and angles. Copy the processing images
to your local computer and convert them to PNG format,
as in the following example for images from the camera
of arm0 saved to folder images0.

bash copy_images_from_drone.sh \
-i root@192.168.1.103:/media/usb/ \
-a arm0 \
-s images0

Repeat this step to produce several rounds of calibration
for the respective camera, using a new folder for each
round (e.g., images0, images1, ...).

2) Use the saved images as inputs for OpenCV calibra-
tion,8 as in the following example. Running the program
generates a camera data XML output.

bash calibrate.sh \
-i "images0 images1" \
-a arm0 \
-t <path to opencv calibrate executable

↪→ file>"

3) Extract the internal parameters from camera data XML
and generate a calibration XML file for ARGoS, as in
the following example.

python3 create_drone_calibration_file.py \
-i out_camera_data.xml \

-t drone_camera_calibration_arm0.xml"

The four resulting calibration XML files, for now, contain
only the internal parameters. Copy these calibration XML
files to the Up Core and specify them in the calibration

attribute of each camera in the .argos file.
The third phase is to calibrate the external parameters of

each camera using the Alignment-board. Position and align
the S-drone on the Alignment-board, as shown in Fig. 16(c),
and perform the following steps:

1) Run the following command on the Up Core to detect
the positions and orientations of the fixed tags on the
Alignment-board and then calculate the relative camera
positions and orientations on the quadrotor. Running
this command generates a lua_calibration.xml output
file that contains the external parameters of all four
cameras.

argos3 -c drone_calibration.argos -s /media/
↪→ usb/

2) Run the following script on the Up Core to add the
external parameters to the calibration XML file. Repeat
this step for each camera.

python3 create_drone_calibration_file.py \
-i lua_calibration.xml \
-t drone_camera_calibration_arm0.xml \
-a arm0"

The four calibration XML files now contain both the external
and internal parameters.

The fourth phase is confirmation of AprilTag detection and
estimation. Place several tags underneath the quadrotor and
run the following example with ARGoS on the Up Core.

argos3 -c drone_calibration_big_tag.argos

The position and orientation of each tag relative to the
quadrotor will be printed in the terminal. Move the tags
around to confirm whether the relative positions and orien-
tations are correct. If the error is too high, repeat the camera
calibration process.

E. RUNNING THE EXAMPLE ROUTINES
The S-drone is controlled using ARGoS and high-level Lua
control software. A Lua script is used to define the behavior

8Based on: https://github.com/opencv/opencv/tree/4.x/samples/cpp/
tutorial_code/calib3d/camera_calibration
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FIGURE 17. Starting the Up Core and Pixhawk from the experiment Supervisor software.

FIGURE 18. Launching an experiment using the Supervisor.

of the S-drone whereas ARGoS is responsible for initializing
the sensors and actuators of the S-drone and executing the
functions provided in a Lua script. The Lua script is specified
in the configuration file that is passed to ARGoS in the
command line.

We have provided the Lua scripts for three pre-configured
sample routines to demonstrate how to start an experiment
(see the ARGoS plugin repository in Table 4). The routines
are deployed automatically and can be accessed in the home
directory of the root user of the Up Core.

To launch an example routine, open a terminal
and run the cargo run -- --configuration testing/

configuration.xml command to launch the experiment
Supervisor software. Note that the configuration.xml file
in the supervisor/testing directory must be properly con-

figured before the Supervisor is started (see configuration
details in the Supervisor repository provided in Table 4).
Once the connection between the host network and the XBee
WiFi module of the S-drone has been established, take the
following steps, illustrated in Fig. 17 and 18.

1) Select the Drones tab on the start screen of the experiment
Supervisor software. The Supervisor provides a list of the
robots that have established a connection with it.

2) Hover the cursor over UpCore and Pixhawk to open a drop-
down list.

3) Select Power On from the respective drop-down list to launch
the Pixhawk4 and Up Core, in any order.

4) Select the Experiment tab.
5) Select Add at the bottom of the Drone Configuration panel.
6) Upload the files for an experiment routine. (Usually one

.argos file and one .lua file.)
7) Select Start Experiment.
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FIGURE 19. Example simulation with the S-drone in the ARGoS multi-physics engine simulator. The example scenario is autonomous vision-based navigation.

1) Simulation routine

We also provide a simulation-only example in the repository
(see Table 4) to demonstrate how to start and conduct a
simulation experiment on your local computer. The provided
example uses our model of the S-drone and example Lua con-
trol software to perform autonomous vision-based navigation
in the ARGoS simulator (see Fig. 19).

First, if applicable, it is recommended that you uninstall
other versions of the ARGoS simulator and remove any local
configuration files. Then, checkout the correct version of the
ARGoS simulator, apply the new-camera-positions.patch

from the simulation_example folder downloaded from the
repository, and compile and install ARGoS. Use the follow-
ing commands.

cd /usr/local
find . -name "*argos*"
bash rm -rf */argos3
git clone https://github.com/ilpincy/argos3
cd argos3
git checkout

↪→ c04be869311801976a83613552e111b2eef4dd45
git apply new-camera-positions.patch
cd argos3
mkdir build
cd build
cmake -DARGOS_BUILD_NATIVE=ON \

-DARGOS_DOCUMENTATION=OFF \
../src

make -j4
sudo make install

Then, run the following example from the simulation_

example folder downloaded from the repository.

argos3 -c drone.argos

F. AUTONOMOUS TAKE-OFF AND HOVER FLIGHT

This experiment validates stable hover flight of the S-drone
and reports deviation from the target position. In this setup,
the S-drone tracks a static target position and hovers for 10
minutes after autonomous take-off. The take-off position is
set as the target position in the xy-plane, and the altitude tar-
get position is set to 1m. Using the cascaded PID controller
of the S-drone (see Fig. 12), the target position is fed to the
position controller, which triggers the roll and pitch as control
inputs.

Fig. 20(a) shows the xy-position of the S-drone during
flight. The S-Drone stays inside a 0.2m radius from the
target xy-position, which is comparable to the performance
of a human operator using a joystick to actuate pitch and
roll. This deviation is reasonable for a quadrotor that uses
onboard sensors for localization and does not use an external
positioning system.

The x- and y-coordinates relative to the target position
during flight are given in Figs. 20(b-c). For the x values,
the maximum deviation from the target position (green line)
during hover is 0.126m and during take-off is 0.148m. The
mean deviation for the whole flight is approx. 13 cm. For the
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FIGURE 20. Autonomous indoor hover performance during a 10-minute flight. (a) Positions in the xy-plane. The S-drone hovers within a radius (error circle) of
0.2 m in the xy-plane. (b) x-coordinate values relative to the target position of -0.016 m for the x-axis (indicated by the green star and line). (c) y-coordinate values
relative to the target position of -0.45 m for the y-axis (indicated by the green star and line). (d) Relative z-coordinate values. Note that the Pixhawk4 uses a
North-East-Down coordinate frame, so the real positive z-axis is negative in this plot. The take-off altitude is -0.1 m, and the target altitude is -1.11 m (indicated by
the green stars and line). The maximum deviation is 0.1 m, and the quadrotor reaches an altitude of -1.21 m at that time (indicated by a blue star). (e) Relative
z-coordinate values read by the downward-facing distance sensor (LiDAR).

y-coordinate values, the maximum deviation from the target
position is 0.18 m and the mean deviation is approx. 16 cm.

The altitude (z-coordinate) values are given in Figs. 20(d-
e). Fig. 20(d) shows the take-off altitude and the relative z-
coordinate values during flight. Due to barometer and IMU
sensor noise, the initial relative z-coordinate value during
the experiment is 0.1 m. Therefore, the target position of

1 m above the initial take-off altitude is set at 1.1 m. The
relative z-coordinate values of the quadrotor are around
1.1 m during the flight, with an estimated maximum de-
viation of approx. 0.1 m and an average deviation of ap-
prox. 0.05 m. Fig. 20(e) shows the altitude values measured
by the downward-facing single-point LiDAR. The take-off
altitude read from the LiDAR is 0.3 m (when the S-Drone
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FIGURE 21. Autonomous indoor hover performance during a 10-minute flight. (a) Roll angle. (b) Pitch angle. (c) Yaw angle. (d) Control signals that are sent to the
individual motors.
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FIGURE 22. Unit step input responses of the S-drone controllers. The red arrows indicate the time interval required for the response to rise from 10% to 90% of its
final value. The vertical green lines show the settling time, which is the time it takes for the response to be stably within a certain range of the final value (horizontal
green lines). (a) The step response of the roll rate controller. (b) The step response of the pitch rate controller.

flight. These values should usually be between the minimum
and maximum configured PWM values (in this case, from
1000 to 2000). It can be seen from Fig. 21(e) that all signals
are well within range and not too noisy.

Note that Fig. 21(e) is also an indication of the mass
distribution of the specific S-drone that was built and used in
this experiment (i.e., a second built S-drone will show slight
differences). Fig. 21(e) shows that two motors (indicated as
Output2 and Output3) operate with higher thrust on average
than the other two, because of a slight imbalance in the
quadrotor mass that can happen during assembly. This mass
imbalance might reduce the maximum achievable thrust and
will put more strain on some of the motors; however, the
onboard flight controller automatically tolerates this so it
does not impact flight stability.

Finally, another metric for quadrotors is the unit step input

is sitting on the ground). Therefore, a LiDAR reading of 
1.3 m during flight i ndicates a  t rue r elative a ltitude o f 1 m. 
The LiDAR altitude readings during hover are recorded 
around 1.3 m, again with an estimated maximum deviation 
of approx. 0.1 m.

Another important metric for quadrotors is attitude control 
performance during hover. The attitude controllers must keep 
the attitude angles (i.e., roll, pitch, and yaw angles) in certain 
intervals during hover. In Fig. 21(a-c), it can be seen that 
the recorded roll, pitch, and yaw values of the S-drone show 
limited oscillation, with an amplitude of approx 1.5 degrees. 
This amplitude of oscillation is minor enough that it is not 
visually observable during flight.

The attitude control performance of a quadrotor is directly 
linked to the motor control signals. Fig. 21(e) reports the 
signals sent to the individual motors of the S-drone during
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FIGURE 23. Control algorithm flow chart for vision-based navigation with the S-drone.

response of the controllers. The step response is important
because large and rapid deviations from the long-term steady
state can potentially have extreme effects on a quadrotor.
Formally, the step response of a controller provides informa-
tion about the overall stability of the vehicle and its ability
to reach a steady state. From a practical point of view, it
is important to know how a quadrotor responds to sudden
input changes. Fig. 22 shows the step response of the roll and
pitch rate controllers of the S-drone with rising and settling
times. The rise time of both the roll and pitch rate responses
is approx. 0.09 s and the settling time is approx. 0.2 s without
overshoot. These results show that the responses of the S-
drone are fast enough to maintain stability and that the steady
state errors are minor.

G. AUTONOMOUS VISION-BASED NAVIGATION

This experiment validates autonomous flight and vision-
based navigation with the S-drone in a GPS-denied envi-

ronment. In this setup, the S-drone autonomously takes-off,
hovers, and flies with a velocity of 0.2 m/s while performing
waypoint navigation by guiding itself with fiducial markers
(tags).

The flow chart of the control algorithm used for vision-
based navigation is given in Fig. 23. After it receives a
command to start and take-off, the S-drone flies upward until
it reaches its target altitude and then begins searching for
tags in order to start navigating the environment. When it
finds a tag, the S-drone processes the frame, retrieves the
tag information, estimates the position and orientation of
the tag relative to itself, and prepares to fly towards the
tag. It calculates a two-dimensional vector for its new target
position (i.e., the tag position) relative to its current position.
The target position is then provided to the Pixhawk4 flight
controller and the S-drone moves towards the detected tag
and hovers above its center (within a specified offset). After
the first waypoint is achieved, the S-drone looks for new
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FIGURE 24. Autonomous vision-based waypoint navigation

tags. If the S-drone detects a new tag, it repeats the process
described above. If no tag is detected at first, the S-drone
waits for a certain amount of time and makes another detec-
tion attempt while hovering and holding its current position.
After a certain number of unsuccessful detection attempts, it
decides to land.

In the experiment shown in Fig. 24, the S-drone uses this
control algorithm to follow an ellipse-like path composed of
seven waypoints. Fig. 24 shows the setup of this vision-based
navigation experiment and reports the xy postions of the S-
drone during flight.

H. CHARACTERIZATION
The S-drone platform can be characterized by the following
operational features of the hardware.

• The S-drone has a maximum flight time of approxi-
mately 15 minutes in hover.

• The maximum velocity of the S-drone is 25 m/s.
• The S-drone has an operational angular velocity of 220

degrees per second on roll and pitch axes and 15 degrees
per second on the yaw axis.

• The maximum altitude of the S-drone while flying
autonomously without external infrastructure (i.e., by
relying on its downward-facing single-point LiDAR and
optical flow sensor) is approximately 12 m.

• Using the default AprilTag and camera configuration, an
S-drone flying at an altitude of 1 m can detect tags at a
rate of five FPS with an input resolution of 700x700 px.

V. CONCLUSION
We have presented the S-drone, a completely open-source
quadrotor platform for swarm robotics research. The hard-
ware platform supports swarm robotics research with quadro-
tors using only onboard sensors and positioning. Future work
could extend the support software for external disturbances
(e.g., wind) to reduce the potential customization and tuning
work for future researchers working in outdoor conditions.
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